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Cleanup Treasure Hunt 
 
This can be used to fulfill Tiger Elective 33. Visit Scouter Mom’s website at 
http://www.scoutermom.com for more ideas for your Cub Scout program.. 
 
Materials 

• Plastic gloves for each participant 
• Two trash bags 
• Two “treasure” lists (see the next page) 
• Two pencils 

 
Instructions 

1. Divide the group into two teams. 
2. Give each team plastic gloves for each member, one trash bag, one copy of the 

treasure list, and one pencil 
3. They should walk around looking for the trash on the list. When they find a piece of 

trash, they should put it on the list and check it off. 
4. If they find something which is not listed, they can write it on the paper 
5. Set a time limit. When the time is up, the team with the most different types of trash 

wins. 
6. Separate out the recyclable things from the trash and dispose of everything properly. 
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While walking around, see how many of these items you can find: 
When you find one, check it off and then put it in your bag. . If you find 
something which is not on the list, write it down. 
 

____ Candy wrapper 
____ Empty soda can 
____ Empty water bottle 
____ Piece of paper 
____ Plastic bag 
____ Bottle cap 
____ Piece of glass (let your adult partner pick it up!) 
____ Toy or piece of a toy 
____ Piece of plastic  
____ Empty milk bottle 
____. Piece of foil 
 
 

_______________________cut here _______________________ 
 
 
While walking around, see how many of these items you can find: 
When you find one, check it off and then put it in your bag. If you find 
something which is not on the list, write it down. 
 

____ Candy wrapper 
____ Empty soda can 
____ Empty water bottle 
____ Piece of paper 
____ Plastic bag 
____ Bottle cap 
____ Piece of glass (let your adult partner pick it up!) 
____ Toy or piece of a toy 
____ Piece of plastic  
____ Empty milk bottle 
____. Piece of foil 
 


